Accenture Freight and Logistics Software wins award from Payload Asia for IT Provider of the Year

October 15, 2015

Accenture Freight and Logistics Software won Payload Asia’s “IT Provider of the Year” at the annual Payload Asia Awards 2015 event this evening in Singapore. Organized by Payload Asia and supported by Logistics Insight Asia, the annual Awards is a celebration of excellence, highlighting the air cargo supply chain companies that have excelled in the industry – those that have risen above the challenges through market adeptness, innovative products or superior strategy – to make a positive impact on the market and in their own business.

Nominations were based on the following criteria: relevance and currency of products/services, product/service innovation, customer base and x-factor. Winners were selected by an international panel of expert judges from the cargo industry.

Accenture Freight and Logistics Software was recognized for its role in helping cargo carriers become more efficient and profitable by utilizing advanced software tools to optimize their business, especially related to pricing, capacity management, routing, reservations and operations. The advanced software with modern technologies empower cargo carriers to transform the way they do their business today. Flexible SaaS deployment options offer cargo carriers of all sizes more agility and better control of IT costs.
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